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Mirror Dark Matter is the most elegant 
candidate.

It is a natural prediction of restauration of 
parity symmetry in the standard model. 

We do not introduce any new free parameters. 

Logically simple,  
Occam’s razor on the lagrangian 
rather than number of particles.  

Doubling of degrees of freedom,  
High dark astrophysical complexity… 

Dark Matter and lensing? 
Subtle but not malicious… 



V-L Ordinary weak interactions V+L Mirror weak interactions

Mirror Parity 



a brief history of Mirror Matter

T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang 1956, Nobel prize paper

Kobzarev, Okun and Pomeranchuk 1966

S. Blinnikov and M. Khlopov 1983

Z. Berezhiani et al, R. Foot et al,  for a massive 
investigation of cosmological implications 



Mirror Parity can be preserved 
or spontaneously broken. 

Phenomenology is different

see Z. Berezhiani (2005) “Through the looking-glass: 
Alice’s adventures in mirror world,” In From Fields to 

Strings, Circumnavigating Theoretical Physics, Eds. M. 
Shifman et al., vol. 3, pp. 2147-2195 [arXiv:hep-ph/



Relevant Renormalizable portals

O- M- Higgs mixing

Cosmological limits

…And of course they are directly interacting through gravity 

O-M-photon kinetic  
mixing

orthopositronium limits
CMB distortion: 2 orders below



Effective higher order operators
D=9 O-M-quark mixings

Inducing O-M neutron mixings, compatible with 
Cosmological limits if M=10 TeV

Weinberg’s ode and O-M-neutrino mixings



Cosmology of the Mirror sector
 Ordinary and Dark Matter coincidence problem: 1:5. 

Dark particles not so different than Baryons 

Mirror neutrinos as sterile? Their counting is 
suppressed by the hierarchy of the O- M- 

temperatures

O- and M- worlds must have the same microphysics 
but different cosmological histories. Different 
temperatures after inflation reheating. How? 

Berezhiani’s mechanism:  
Higgs-Leptons collisions through  RH-neutrinos. 

O- and M- can only have  
non-gravitational very weak couplings. 

Thus, Mirror BBN is different and  
we expect more He’-4… 

Structure and stars formations drastically different! 

see Z. Berezhiani (2005) “Through the looking-glass: Alice’s adventures in mirror world,” In 
From Fields to Strings, Circumnavigating Theoretical Physics, Eds. M. Shifman et al., vol. 3, 

pp. 2147-2195 [arXiv:hep-ph/0508233]



Symmetric Mirror Dark Matter
No in colliders. Attempts by Foot et al incompatible 

with Cosmological limits from re-thermalization 

Direct Detection. Possible from photon mirror photon 
kinetic mixing. Different interactions and signals than  

WIMPS  or other chimeras  (for example leptophilic DM)

Ultra Cold Neutron Physics or Neutron baselines

Neutrino oscillations, unitarity and short baselines



New Possibilities from 
Gravitational waves. 

Dark Neutron stars mergings 

However, it is also possible that Mirror and 
Ordinary worlds do not have any non-

gravitational interactions. In this case, the 
only way to search Mirror matter is through 
gravitational lensing or gravitational waves!



Mirror Matter and 
Baryon violations



Neutron-antineutron 
physics

D=9 6 quark ope,  
3 years in vacuum 

 limit ’97  
Baldo-Coelin



Neutron-Antineutron: Mirror short-cut

Berezhiani’s model (see for example last 2021 paper)



Complementary searches in UCN 
… 

Possible anomaly, Serembrov’s 
group (see Berezhiani&Nesti)





Tests of new interactions and weak gravity conjecture

Addazi, Berezhiani, Kamhyskov (2015), Addazi (2017)



Gravitational waves



Mirror matter trapped in Ordinary Neutron 
stars and Equation of state modified  
recently Berezhiani et al, Ciancarella, 

Pannarale, Addazi, Marciano). 
n-n’ oscillations 



We inspect the possibility that neutron star interiors 
are a mixture of ordinary matter and mirror dark 
matter. This is a scenario that can be naturally 
envis- aged according to well studied accretion 
mechanisms, including the Bondi-Hoyle one. We 
show that the inclusion of mirror dark matter in 
neutron star models lowers the maximum neutron 
star mass for a given equation of state, and that it 
decreases the tidal deformability of a given neutron 
star. These general fea- tures imply that, given an 
equation of state, one can constrain the maximum 
viable amount of mirror dark matter in neutron stars 
in order to consistently fulfill existing maximum 
mass and tidal deformability constraints. 







Mergings of Mirror Neutron stars

in fact, the same of Kilonovas, but not any 
electromagnetic counterpart (Addazi, Marciano 2017)



But not only GWs from dark 
objects, also possible diffuse 

stochastic GWs from early 
Universe dynamics



Mirror  dark first order phase transitions 
and stochastic gravitational waves 

background  

Dark Matter genesis and Gravitational 
waves, Addazi (2015)



Dark Matter direct 
detection. An analysis of 

DAMA/LIBRA signal



Asymmetric mirror DM 
and DAMA/LIBRA





Range of mass and self-collisionality 
compatible with Mirror Delta++ 

(see Addazi, Berezhiani,  
Bernabei, Belli et al 2015). 

Only one proton composite states stable 
with v’/v high hierarchy













Symmetric Mirror and DAMA/LIBRA

Multi-mirror-nuclei can scatter on DAMA/LIBRA detector

Astrophysical complexity 
local interstellar gas balls  

with different temperatures

possible dark matter streams 















Conclusions and remarks
Mirror Dark Matter has a unique phenomenology 

completely different from WIMPs

If Mirror matter existed, Neutron physics would 
be the key to unveil the dark sector 

Direct detection: no in colliders but possible in 
underground experiments 

Gravitational waves:  
mergings of Mirror matter, Mirror matter trapped in 
ordinary stars and dark first order phase transitions



Grazie dell’attenzione!


